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While phonetic palatalization of consonants is widely attested, contrastive/phonological palatalization is typologically uncommon (Bhat 1978, Stadnik 2002, Bateman 2011, Krämer & Urek 2016). In a balanced 100 language sample, only 6 languages showed a secondary palatalization contrast (Easterday 2019). Among secondary palatalization contrasts, the contrastive palatalization of rhotics is even more rare (Żygis 2005). It has been claimed that its rarity is due to the articulatory incompatibility of palatalization, which involves tongue dorsum raising, with rhotics in general, which require tongue root backing, and to the conflicting articulatory demands on palatalization and trilled rhotics in particular (Iskarous & Kavitskaya 2010, Jaworski 2018). This rare contrast is nonetheless attested in Slavic, where secondary palatalization of rhotics first arose through an early sound change of yod palatalization (jotation). While this change affected all dental consonants, we propose a specific reconstruction of palatal and palatalized oppositions in Common Slavic, showing that the /r/ : /r̥/ contrast is the only secondary palatalization contrast after the jotation sound change. The other contrasts that result from jotation involve a shift in the primary place of articulation, e.g., *nasjā ‘load, burden’ > Ru no[ʂ]a, *swaⱨjā ‘candle’ > Ru sve[tʃ]ā, but *marjā ‘sea-gen.sg’ > Ru mo[r̥]a.

However, the reconstructed /r/ : /r̥/ contrast is preserved only in a few contemporary Slavic languages, such as Russian, Ukrainian, Eastern Bulgarian, and Upper and Lower Sorbian, e.g., Ru /rat/ ‘glad’ : /r̥at/ ‘row’. In other Slavic languages, it is either lost, e.g., Slovene, BCS, or preserved in a different manner, e.g., *marjā ‘sea-gen.sg’ > Cz mo[r̥]a, Po mo[ʒ]a. Provided that the contrast is phonetically unstable and rare, we explore the phonetic and functional reasons for its preservation. It has been proposed that the palatalization contrast in Slavic is preserved due to various phonetic stabilization strategies found in Slavic languages (Iskarous & Kavitskaya 2018). Yet another potential explanation for the retention of the contrast in rhotics is the phonetic impossibility of the palatal rhotic (Hall 2000). However, we find that the /r/ : /r̥/ contrast in Slavic has been preserved only in languages that acquired additional palatalization contrasts in positions other than the jotation context. We argue that this correlation is not coincidental and that, in addition to the phonetic strategies, there are functional pressures that are crucial for the for the contrast preservation (Hockett 1967, Wedel et al. 2013).
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